THIS MONTH'S COVER: Ashford (Kent), Diagram of
running lines.
Ashford signal box was commissioned fifteen
years ago, in April 1962. The diagram shows the
track layout as it was then, but omits sidings.
As well as controlling the area shown the box
supervises automatic signalling on the down main
line from Headcorn and the up main line from
Cheriton, and controls to down platform loop at
Headcorn.
An interesting feature of the signalling at
Ashford is that trains from Canterbury to Maidston
need cross neither of the main lines, the 'down'
local line being reversible. It is interesting to
note how the layout has dated, for it is unlikely
that a scissors crossing would be provided at a
location such as this today.
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L O S T MARKS

We were, naturally, disappointed by Mr. Frank
Paterson's recent statement (reported on p56) that
the B.R. Board do not foresee there being any Southern electrifications within the next fifteen years,
particularly after the recent optimistic noises
from Waterloo. However, we were pleased to learn
that the Southern's multiple-unit fleet is to be
refurbished, so that standards will more closely
approach those elsewhere. The sad decline in the
relative quality of Southern main line stock is
illustrated by the fact that the only Inter-City
stations with services to London worked entirely by
Mark I coaching stock are those on the Southern.
In the Southern's favour it must be admitted that
its stock for secondary and stopping services is
better than most, though in view of the quality of
the competition that is no great compliment.
The fall in Southern standards, and the need to
spend large sums on refurbishment, are made all the
more unfortunate by their having been totally avoidable. The 4Vep's and the majority of the 4Cig's
were built when Mark II coaches were in series
production, so why were they based on the Mark I
design? If the '4Cep's - with extra doors added if
necessary - had been redeployed on stopping services,
all the new multiple units built within the last
decade could have been Mark II Inter-City stock.
The majority could have been to Mark IIc design, to
allow for the addition of air-conditioning when line
voltage can be increased from 660v. The Southern
could have had modern rolling stock, with no need of
refurbishment, operating all of its Inter-City
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services t o d a y .
Large sums of money have not been s p e n t to the
best advantage, and now more is required to improve
matters. What is to be spent on refurbishment that
should never have been needed, could have gone
towards electrifying to Hastings via Battle.
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PRESERVATION NEWS

Carriage Acquisition Fund: On the Committee's
recommendation, S.E.G. (Preservation) Ltd. has set
up a "Carriage Acquisition Fund", with a view to
eventually purchasing the trailer coaches of 3142.
It is possible that one of these will be offered to
the Company in the near future. The Group will make
periodic donations to the Fund, and members are
invited to do likewise. Contributions to the Fund
will be gratefully received by the Company Secretary
at 2 Welldon Crescent, Harrow, Middx., HA1 1QT.
Cheques etc, should be payable to
"S.E.G. (PRESERVATION) LIMITED" and crossed, and may be paid
directly into the Company's deposit account, which is
at Lloyds Bank Limited,- Bassishaw Highwalk,
Basinghall Street, London EC2V 5D5. Sorting code:
30 - 10 - 54, account number 7038566. Please write
your name and membership number or address on the
bank of bank giro credit forms.
News from Wansford: By the time that this is in print
3142 should be fully painted in olive green, with
just the lining out to complete. Peterborough Devt.
Corporation hired Flying Scotsman Enterprises to
finish the painting for us, and we are most grateful
for this assistance. FSE have done the bulk of the
work on the trailer coaches, and half of motor coach
11201. As a result working parties have had more
time for mechanical and electrical work. A recent
problem has been that the brake piston return spring
in the trailer bogie brake on 11201 has fractured.
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A replacement is being obtained, but the brake
cylinder will have to be dismantled in order to fit
it.
The N.V.R. will be opening officially, it is
hoped, on 4th June, but a dress rehearsal is being
run on 22nd May. On this day a coach will be run
from Worthing etc. and SEG members will be able to
enjoy unlimited free travel on the line in 3142.
There should be time at Wansford for two return trips,
Rides will be available earlier, on 9,10 & 11 April,
cut probably only to Yarwell Jn and back, through
Wansford Tunnel. 3142 will be used in whole or in
part to form virtually all trains. Further details
about services are obtainable on Stamford (0780)
782021 on the preceding weekend.

Officially Preserved Stock: Members may have seen the
ARPS list giving details of proposed homes for stock
stored at Preston Park by the Dept. of Education &
Science Southern Electric stock concerned is:
Motor coach 8143 from suburban unit 1293, '2Bi1'
unit 2090, '4Cor' motor coach 11179 (ex 3131 ), '4Buf'
buffet car 12529 (ex 3084) and Waterloo & City loco
DS75. We understand that there is no '6Pul' motor
coach at Preston Park.
The Group has urged the Curator of the National
Collection, Dr Coiley, to arrange for Southern
Electric stock to be restored and displayed as soon
as possible, S.E.G. (Preservation) Ltd has offered
to act as custodian of the '2Bil' and the buffet car
at Wansford, if alternative homes are required.
However, Dr Coiley has stated that all stock,
except for a few (unspecified) coaches will be stored
in the reserve collection at York when moved from
Preston Park.
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MEMBERS' QUERIES

Stores Unit: What are the present coach numbers of
Unit 024?
Multiple-unit formations: Queries on this subject
are received quite frequently, but comprehensive
information on all extant units (except departmental
ones) is readily available in "The Coaching Stock of
British Railways" by P. Mallaband and L.J. Bowles.

A new edition of this invaluable work of reference
is now available from S.E.G. Sales, 35a Talgarth

Road, London W14 9DB, price £1 .00.
De-icing units: Those in the 011-020 series comprise

converted long-frame suburban motor coaches built in

1925. These were formed in 3Sub units, later
augmented to '4Sub'. Present unit formations and

vehicle origins are as under:
Present Former Present
Original
unit No unit No coach Nos coach Nos
011
S92
70045
8455
70137
8457
012
70090/91 8446/45
S93
013
S94
70092/93 8463/64
014
S95
70094/95 8453/54
S96
015
70096/97 8433/34
016
S97
70098/99 8471/72
S98
70100/01
017
8467/68
018
70102/03 8422/21
S99
S100
019
8430
70104
70105
8465
020
S101
70106
8427
70107
£423

3 Sub 4Sub
No
No
1515 4345
1516 4346

1510
1519
1514
1504

4340
4349
4344
4334
4353
4351
4328
4332
4350
4331
4329

1523
1521
1498
1502
1520
1501
1499
Present coach numbers are prefixed 'ADS'. 70137 in
unit 011 replaced 70044 (originally 8456 ex 1515) in
January 1962. Coach 8423 was transferred from unit

4329 to 4331. Following the withdrawal of units 011
and 012 allocations are variable, but believed to
be: 013& 018 SHST; 014 & 016 Gillingham; 015 & 019
WDON; O17 FTON; and 020 BTON.
R.Bruce and P. Mallaband.
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Information from

Royal Train at Chessington: The Queen returned to
London from Chessington South on Derby Day, 2nd June
1954. The Royal Train was hauled by 'WC' 4-6-2
34011 "Tavistock". A photograph on page 543 of the
August 1954 'Railway Magazine' shows the train at
Chessington South. Information from G.L. Anderson
and A.F. Field.
Barnes Collision, December 1955: The driving trailer
of '2Nol' 1853 ran into the back of a freight train,
overturned, caught fire and was burned out. The
underframe was crane-lifted onto rough ground by the
line and cut up. The motor brake third remained
upright on the line; although it did not visibly
seem to be seriously damaged the impact had
ma
unsafe even to haul away. It was therefore shunted
into the goods yard and cut up there after the
necessary pre-inquiry formalities had been completed.
Barnes goods yard, now abolished, was on the
down side behind the passenger station buildings,
with access at the London end of the station. The
view on the rear cover of LR 34 is along the goods
yard platform towards the buffer stops at the
country end. The down side passenger station
buildings are off-picture, to the right. Information
from 'S.C.W.S'
Headcodes: It would require a series of articles to
describe exactly what all bars, dots etc have
signified in headcodes, Briefly, trains that showed
letter headcodes were much the same, but there were
not that many letters. Bars and dots increased the
number of routes that could be indicated. In some
areas their use was reasonably systematic; elsewhere
it was apparently random. Number codes gave far more
indications, and varieties of bars were used to give
information about the type of train eg empty stock,
light loco, diesel or electric. Now the only use of
bars is that S.E. Dvn trains passing through London
Bridge without stopping show two short bars over the
headcode.
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THE MODERNISATIONOF
THE BOURNEMOUTH LINE

Ten years ago the final stages of one of the
Southern's most comprehensive railway modernisation
schemes were under way. Britain's last main line
steam service was giving way to the fastest pushpull system in the world. In the next few issues
of "Live Rail" the Bournemouth modernisation
scheme will be described, and an account given of
its implementation and what has followed during the
last decade.
I: Initial planning
Electrification of the London & South Western
main line onward from Brookwood to Southampton and
Bournemouth was first seriously proposed by the
Southern Railway-Company in its 1945 "Ten Year
Plan", as the third phase of its post-war electrification schemes. Nothing came of the plan, and
upon nationalisation it was only one of many
influences on the British Transport Commission. It
was not until the Kent Coast electrification - the
first Southern electrification under the aegis of
the BTC - was nearing completion in 1960 that
future Southern projects were re-assessed.
There were good reasons why the Bournemouth
line should not be electrified in the short term.
It would have been operationally advantageous to
concentrate the region's diesel operations in one
area, on the South Western, and to complete electrification of all lines east of the Portsmouth
Direct. However, the Bournemouth line was the
most economically attractive proposition. The
Southern had commissioned an independent study of
population trends in South East England, and this
had suggested that considerable traffic increases
could be expected on the Bournemouth line, particularly if it was electrified. It was predicted
that the population of Southampton would quadruple
within twenty years.
Despite the attractive traffic prospects the
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Southern had to campaign hard to obtain BRB and
Ministry of Transport
approval for the scheme, and
costs had to be kept to a minimum. As a result, the
idea of using the standard 25kV a.c. 50Hz overhead
contact system had to be abandoned at a very early
stage, for this would have required complicated and
expensive dual-system rolling stock, or the electrif-

ication of the route into Waterloo. In the end
approval was only given after the total cost had been
reduced from £25m to £15m. MoT approval was given
in September 1964.
The approved scheme included re-signalling over
much of the route, track relaying with long welded
rails, station improvements and some rebuilding, as
well as electrification and the provision of new
motive power. The principal economies that were made
to effect the £10m saving were as follows:
Converting much of the new multiple-unit stock from
existing locomotive-hauled coaches, though this would
probably have become necessary, unless the inauguration of full electric services was to be unduly
delayed, because of restricted workshop capacity.
Making the projected timetable less ambitious, so
that fewer multiple-units would be required.
Charging the cost of thirty electro-diesel locomotives,
required to replace Central and South Eastern type 3
diesels which were to be used on the Bournemouth line,
as replacements for obsolete steam locomotives and
not as part of the modernisation scheme, even though
they were essential to it. (It is believed that
consideration was given to overhauling a number of
class 'MN' 4-6-2 steam locomotives, and equipping
them to work trains push-pull between Bournemouth and
Weymouth, before this 'paper' economy was approved.
However, it has not been possible to confirm this.)
Locating substations further apart than had previously
been the case, so fewer were required. Use of the
1500V side-contact third rail system, as used between
Manchester Victoria and Bury, was considered as this
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would halve the number of substations required as
well as being safer and avoiding
de-icing
problems.
However, the difficulties involved in devising a
method of working with the existing 660V top
contact system made the idea impracticable,
economically at least.
Not electrifying the line from Branksome to Weymouth.
Various other minor economies were made,
testing the ingenuity of the Southern's
engineering staff and accountants.
Curtailing electrification to Branksome was
the most significant economy, but the hardest to
defend, except on the ground that it was essential
if the whole scheme was to be approved at all. If
ever the line on to Weymouth is electrified the cost
will be higher, not only in terms of the number of
pounds involved, but in real terms too, for economies
of scale due to being part of a larger project will
be lost. Against the saving had to be set increased
rolling stock development costs, and the establishment of a small fleet of multiple-units that could
not be 'common user'.
In order to run through trains between Waterloo
and Weymouth, electrically powered between Waterloo
and Bournemouth, a system of push-pull operation,
that most readers will be familiar with, was devised.
Twelve coach trains leaving Waterloo would comprise
three four car units, but only the rear unit would
be powered. At Bournemouth the powered unit, and
possibly the adjacent unpowered one, would be
detached, and a diesel locomotive would haul the
leading portion to Weymouth. On the return journey
the locomotive would propel the unit(s) to Bournemouth, where it would be detached, and another
high powered unit would be attached to the front of
the train for the journey on to Waterloo.
Modernisation work was planned end controlled
by means of critical path scheduling, to ensure that
it was carried out in the most efficient manner, and

with the least possible disruption to normal traffic.
This was the largest network analysis carried out by
British Railways, though it was organised byconsultants.
II:Development of the push-pull system
Push-pull operation had never been developed in
Britain beyond the short, low-speed train typified
by the Southern's steam auto-trains, and the better
known Great Western ones. These had only been used
for branch line and local work, but elsewhere
considerable advances had been made. The Swiss had
been running push-pull electric trains at up to
75mph from Lucerne to Zurich and to Berne in 1959.
British progress had been hampered by the attitude
of the Railway Inspectorate, which had not been
willing to authorise the propulsion of more than
three, and often two, vehicles together.
The push-pull development programme illustrates
a further economy in the modernisation project.
During the early sixties it was planned to minimise
new rolling stock requirements by using first
generation main line electric stock push-pull on
Central Division rush hour trains. Despite their
age, the coaches concerned could be expected to last
for a significant period if only used for two
journeys daily, and the diesel locomotives that would
haul and propel them would otherwise be idle during
the rush hours, when freight traffic is banned over
many Southern lines in the London area. In the event
this plan never got beyond the prototype stage as
maintenance costs were very high, but it shared
development costs, thus reducing the cost of the
Bournemouth modernisation, on paper.
Push-pull tests were run as early as 1961 ,
mostly between Ashford and Tonbridge, as this was
the only place on the third rail network where
sustained running at 100mph was possible. Two
problems had to be overcome. A form of control
system had to be devised that would allow push-pull
stock to run in multiple with locomotives and with

other multiple-units, and stable running at high
speeds had to be ensured.
The stability or a rail vehicle is largely
determined by the lateral forces acting on it, that
is the forces acting at right angles to the direction of travel, parallel to the axles. On straight
track lateral forces are theoretically zero,
increasing as the line becomes more sharply curved.
If the lateral force acting on a rail vehicle
exceeds a critical force the vehicle overturns. A
primary purpose of the test runs was to determine
the degree to which lateral forces increased if
trains were propelled.
Initial tests were run with specially modified
rakes of '4Cep' and '2Hap! units and motor luggage
vans. (See LR6 p5)
In later tests two type 'JA'
electro-diesel locomotives were used, hauling or
propelling seven vacuum-braked main line coaches and
a motor luggage van with its motors isolated.
The
MLV provided a leading driving cab, and it could be
used with vacuum braked stock. A standard 27-way
control cable was laid through the train connecting
the MLV to the locomotives. Axle box lateral forces
were measured on the coach adjacent to the locomotives, on a coach in the middle of the train, and
on the MLV. The coach adjacent to the locomotives
was also equipped to record vertical and lateral
accelerations of its body. Numerous runs were made;
over straight and curved tracks at varying speeds;
with the train fitted with new or worn tyres; and
with buck-eye or screw couplings in use. In each
test runs were made with the locomotives hauling and
then propelling, for comparative purposes. It was
found that the maximum lateral forces that would act
on the train were 2¼ tons when hauled, and 3¾ tons
when propelled. On straight track the forces were
less than 1 ton, end it was not possible to distinguish between haulage and propulsion. All forces
were well below the safety margin, so it was
concluded that the propulsion of eight coach trains
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presented no mechanical problems.
Further tests were run using two electro-diesels,
eleven '4Cep' vehicles and an MLV. The 'Cep' motor
coach that would have been adjacent to the locomotives
was removed, and modified springing fitted to the
auto-coupler of the exposed trailer coach. All
motor coaches were rendered inoperative. Again it
was found that there was no significant difference
between haulage and propulsion, and as a result of
these tests the Railway Inspectorate agreed that up
to twelve coaches could be propelled at up to 90mph.
So far as the control systems were concerned,
the difficulty that arose stemmed from the fact that
there were several different control systems in use
on the Southern. For the purposes of the Bournemouth
line the pre-1951 electric stock and the booster-

controlled electric-locomotives could be ignored.
However, it was required that the electro-diesels
and type 3 diesels and the line's multiple-units
should be capable of multiple operation. Two
systems were available; electric control by 27-way
control cable as fitted to most S.R. electric units,
or electro-pneumatic control as fitted to most B.R.
diesel locomotives, including the Southern's type 3s.
The Southern control cable system was selected, as
common multiple operation - subject to power supply
limits - with other electric units was considered to
be more desirable than compatibility with other
diesel locomotives.
Economics also ruled the choice of control
system, for internally the multiple-units would
still transmit control signals by means of electric
impulses, and the type 3s would have to retain their
internal pneumatic system. Each type 3 would be
fitted with a translator which would convert electric
signals from multiple-units into pneumatic signals
to the locomotive control systems. Thus, in each
train comprising one locomotive and two multipleunits there would be one translator. However, if
pneumatic signals were exchanged between multiple-
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units and locomotives there would have to be a
translator at each end of each multiple-unit, so in
train like that previously described there w i l l
be four translators. Furthermore, type 3s would be
able to work in multiple with other varieties of
multiple-unit; a useful facility if electric units
have to be diverted over un-electrified routes.
There was little difficulty in arranging for the
electro-diesels to work in multiple with electric

units as they were designed with this in mind. The
'JA' and 'JB' types (now classes 73/0 and 73/1) have
control systems similar to those in multiple-units,
though these work at 110 volts, and not 70 volts the multiple-unit standard. The 'JA' type cannot
multiple with electric units when working in the
diesel mode.
Some initial control tests were run with
scratch rakes of '6Pul' and '6Pan' stock, but in 1965
an experimental trailer-control set, numbered 601,
was formed from surplus Portsmouth and Brighton line
stock. It was classified '6TC' and made up thus:
S11229S
DTBSO
ex '4Buf' 3073
S10041S
ex '6Pan' 3031
TSK
TCK
S11768S
ex '6Pul' 3017
TSK
S10009S
ex '6Pul' 3017
TSK
S10014S
ex '6Pul' 3020
DTBSO
S11154S
ex '4Res' 3061
The driving trailer vehicles were de-motored motor
coaches with substantially modified control equipment
and low level jumpers for heating. Locomotive D6580
(now 33119) was equipped with jumpers and translator
in order to work with 601.
It was discovered that the diesel locomotive
could be adequately controlled with only four notches,
corresponding to the multiple-unit control positions shunt, full series, transition and full parallel and could, therefore, be controlled from a standard
multiple-unit master controller. The locomotive
notched automatically through intermediate positions.

The manual engine starting system was found to
beunsatisfactory when the driver was controlled the
locomotive from the remote end of a 'TC' u n i t .
Normally the driver keeps the 'engine start' button
depressed until the engine has started, but six or
more coaches away from the locomotive he could not
tell how far the starting sequence had progressed.
Therefore, an automatic starter was provided; the
driver pressed and released the 'engine start' button,
and received a signal from the locomotive when it was
ready to move off.
601 was never used In revenue service on the
Bournemouth line and when its test programme was
completed it was used, from 17th January 1966, as an
ordinary air-braked locomotive-hauled set on the
Oxted Line. In July 1967 it was transferred to the
Clapham Junction - Kensington Olympia service, on
which it was usually worked push-pull, replacing the
steam stock. Following a collision in June 1970 it
was stored at Micheldever until, in 1971, it was
decided not to repair it. It was broken up by British
Railways staff at Brockenhurst early in 1972.
Eighteen further type 3s - locomotives D6511/13,
D6514/16/17/19-21/25/27-29/31 -33/35/36/38 - were
modified to work with multiple-units, the necessary
equipment being fitted at Eastleigh Works. When the
British Railways locomotive classification scheme was
introduced in 1968 they became class 34, but this was
changed to 33/2 in the following year. The value of
the push-pull fitted locomotives having their own
number series, for ease of identification, was
recognised, in the British Railways 1973 renumbering
scheme, when they were given numbers in sequence,
33101 to 33119, end were consequently re-classified
33/1.
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EASTLEIGH: ELEVEN SHILLINGS RETURN

That was the special excursion fare from
Waterloo - 55p - back in the early 1990s when the
old Eastleigh carriage works threw its gates open
to the public in the annual Carnival week and
brought the Woking Railway Orphanage some welcome
funds in the process.
The old works was a remarkable place. When
one looks at the present day carriage works and its
"sausage machine" system in the old locomotive
department premises, it is hard to imagine how the
chaos, confusion and apparently undirected efforts
of Bishopstoke Road achieved results; yet they did.
For one thing, hardly any part of the works was
where you might expect to find it, except perhaps
the front gate. Carriages in various states of
repair, or disrepair, could be found anywhere, from
the far south-west end of the yard sidings almost up
to the main road entrance itself. In between, in no
particular order - so that much shunting was
necessary - were the forge, the wagon shop, the
upholstery shop, the paint shop, the erecting shop,
the English Electric shop, and piles of timber (never
in short supply it seemed: in fact, at one time when
"all-steel" carriages were being built, the timber
sawmill was the only section working overtime), piles
of spare parts and piles of broken bits and pieces.
Around the sheds and yard was a veritable
museum of pre-grouping vans and carriages, often
grounded. There was a long and mysterious black
corrugated iron shed which seemed to be a hiding
place for coaches that no-one really knew what to do
with. Over by one boundary fence was the saloon part
of the "Bug" - the bodywork of the formidable
Drummond's personal engine-cum-carriage which took
him to and from his Surbiton home every day in the
1900s. This was the yard foreman's office.
The works had a variety of functions. Constructed by the South Western Railway to the requirements

of the redoubtable William Panter, it had been able
to meet nearly all that railway's carriage and wagon
needs. It designed and built carriages and wagons,
maintained and repaired them, and, in the fullness of
time, broke them up.

Under the Southern Railway it was just as
versatile. It could cheerfully take other works
drawings and build the vehicles itself, as it did in
1924 (Lancing LBSCR) and in BR days (Derby, reputedly
sent back for redrawing because the parts did not fit
together). Eastleigh craftsmen had such a reputation
for versatility that it was said they could make anything they needed - out of scrap if necessary.
The Southern Railway rationalised—out Eastleigh's
underframe assembly section in about 1929, and from
then on, frames came from Lancing or Ashford.
Eastleigh erected the bodies, trimmed and painted
them, and gave over a corner of the works to
contractors' men who installed traction motors.
Although the works had suited the construction of
of wooden bodied coaches, steel-bodied stock needed a
different approach, for which the layout was not so
convenient. Coaches had to be leapfrogged round the
works by shunt, back-shunt and traverser. The
building of all-steel motor coaches was further
complicated by the fact that, being built on jigs,
half of them had to be turned round before units
could be formed up. Thus was born the ritual of
towing a motor coach round to the back of the loco
works, where there was a convenient triangle of track.
To enable buck-eyed coaches to be dealt with, an old
hand crane was adapted as a diminutive match wagon,
hardly larger than a bogie.
Most people, if asked what was the most fundamental change in carriage building over the last
fifty years, would probably say the switch from
timber to steel body frames and panels. Equally
significant in terms of man-hours, and materials too
perhaps, even though the change was a gradual one is
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the progression from the complex painting processes
of the Victorian carriage shops to the "clean off
the dirt, fill in the cracks, sand it down, slurp
on one coat of paint and send it out" of today.
Here is an extract from the specification for new
coaches built in 1925 with wood-framed bodies and
galvanised steel body panels:
Roof: Four coats white lead.
Exterior Panels: Rub down with turps substitute and
pumice stone; paint with red lead, lead colour,
filling colour; stop with hard stopping; second coat
of filler; stopping; three coats of filling; one
coat of stain; rub down with artificial pumice stone
and. water; paint with one coat lead colour; stop and
face; paint with one coat lead colour; first coat
green paint; second coat green paint; lining and
transfers; three coats varnish; panels flatted; clean
brasswork and window glass; one coat finishing
varnish.
Drop and fixed lights (ie window frames): Dark buff
paint, grained to teak. In the case of Ashford
converted ex-steam coaches this included the
external side of door drop lights.
Compartment Interiors: Grained to oak. First class
interiors were walnut with sycamore panels.
Cab and guard's compartment were painted light
green inside, and underframes etc, were black.
BRIGHTON BRANCH - SUMMER SOLSTICE

Last year's long hot summer allowed members of
the SEG's Brighton Branch to take best possible
advantage of two outside evening visits that had
been arranged for June and August.
On one of the warmest evenings of the year, in
late June, branch members and some visitors spent a
couple of hours clambering about the slopes of the
Devil's Dyke near Brighton. We were viewing the
remains of the three railways that had existed at the
Dyke at one time or another. Arrangements had been
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made with the owners of Devil's Dyke farm for the
party to walk along the old trackbed of the standard
gauge branch to the Dyke from Aldrington. The Dyke
station buildings stood on land that the farm now
occupies, a dutch barn marking the site of the
booking office and waiting rooms. Parts of the platform were still visible. The track bed was easily
followed into a fairly deep cutting and onto an
embankment on its way to Hove.

Having spent some time at Dyke Farm we made our
waybackto the Dyke proper to look at the aerial
cable way which spanned the Dyke ravine. Little
remains here apart from the concrete bases of the two
lattice work towers, one on each side of the Dyke. A
short walk took us to the remains of the winding house
that powered the Dyke Steep Grade Railway, which ran
down the hill to the. village of Poynings. The course
of the railway can still be seen as a scar in the
chalk hillside. As it was now dark the party decided
to take liquid refreshment at the Devil's Dyke Hotel!
The August visit took members on what proved to
be one of our most interesting visits yet; to Brighton
station and signal box. One might wonder what there
is to see at Brighton station other than
th
and offices, but what people do not realise is that
the station conceals beneath its platforms a labyrinth
of stairs and passages. We met Mr. Archer, the Asst.
Station Manager - under the clock - and proceeded along
the road that runs between platforms 7 and 8, and
down the slope. On the way down Mr. Archer pointed
out the marks on the wall where, years ago, the horse
carriages used the wall as a brake. In fact the
cobbled floor still has two parallel ruts where the
wheels of the carriages passed. We made our way via
a series of passages to the NCL depot in Trafalgar
Street and, on the way, were able to view the underside of platform 9, the wooden one. From here we
made use of the parcels lift to regain the station
concourse.
The next stage of our journey took us along
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platform 6 and down the stairs, that look
like
the
entrance to the Underground, into what
appeared to
bethe very innards of the station. Compared with
the main concourse it was extremely cool down there
The original tunnel that formed part of the first
route to Shoreham - now used as a rifle range - was

pointed out. We continued along another tunnel to
the old station entrance off Trafalgar Street, now
sealed off. We then made our way by devious means
to gain access to the station once more, adjacent to
platform 9, much to everyone's surprise.
Next on the agenda was the signal box, which
was reached from the old locomotive works site by
means of a fire-escape type staircase. Brighton
box controls the station area, the main line to just
short of the Cliftonville Spur, the West Coast line
to New England Road bridge, and the East Coast line
to the site of Kemp Town.Jn. It is divided into
three sections; East Coast, West Coast and Main and
is worked by two signalmen. A signal lad books in
all trains and a supervisor is in constant contact
with platform and managerial staff in case of delay.
Much of the equipment in the box is of Southern
Railway origin, but still very reliable, and
installed in 1932 in connection with electrification
of the main line. We spent about 40 minutes in the
box watching the various movements and activities,
The visit concluded with a
panoramic view o
station from the bridge spanning the main line. Mr.
Archer was thanked for his hospitality, and we went
our various ways.
Further outside visits are planned for the
summer of 1977 together with other interesting and
varied branch activities. Details will be published
in "Live Rail".
NB: A book has recently, been published on the
history and life of railways at Devil's Dyke. It is
written by Paul Clark and published by Turntable
Publications at £1.25.
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Units withdrawn: 017,4646; disbanded: 5192; reinstated
4684. 7047,7303/78 & 7425 have resumed their original
formations, and the following units have been reformed,
some twice. Numbers in brackets are original sources
of vehicles, and ignore temporary reformations, of
which there have been several.
12260 (4606 )/10134/10157/10876
4290
14323
(5162 )/15261 /15211/14265
5133
I 14416(5208)/15290(5162)/15340(5162)/14273
5137
II 14363 (5192 )/15442/15320(5192)/14274
5162* I 14323/15442 (5137 )/15320 (5192 )/14324
II 14416(5208) /15290/15340/14266 (5133)
I 14383(5192) 15386/15396/14415
5208
II 14324(5162) 15386/15396/14415
61627(5302) 15450+/70455/61597
5343
65327/77529(5730)
5713*
5730
65344/77512(5713)
6121 *
61663/76005(6157)
61972/75717(6121)
6157

7346
76590/62296/70976/76757 (7407)
7407*
76620(7346 )/62395/71075/76828
76460/62200 (spare)/70916/76459
7765
+ 15450 is converted from 10337 ex 4605, and is
destined for 5263. Units marked * are stored. Above
formations are temporary, except in cases of 4290 and
5137.
5162,77528(5729) & 77573(5774) are stored at
Plumstead. 76620 is at Slade Green, and the rest of
7407 is at Wdon. 62226(7765) is in store with damaged
wiring. 62041 & 70719 (both ex 7325) were stored at
Bton, but the unit may now be running as its DTCs,
76046 & 76100 were moved from Stew Ln to Bton on l6Feb.
Where are: 14273(5137), 14384(5192) & 15370(5192)?
MBSO 60041(1035) was moved from Shst to Elgh on 27Nov
with TSO 60670(1125) and de-icer 002. On 2Dec 1035 had
MBSOs 60012(1007) & 60008(1005), but 1005 was correctly
formed on 20Dec and 1035 had 60026 in place of 60041.
By 22Jan this was replaced by 60001 (1001). Another
3D unit, 1301, is being overhauled at Swindon. It wa
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moved there on 22Jan. The 4Peps have been to Derby
Research Centre for bogie rotational stiffness tests
following a derailment at Wdon. They went down on
Jan and returned on l7Jan. A number of 4EPBs are
undergoing heater modifications at Ore. Units are
5052,5217-21/23-34/36-40/42-60/62, and two per week
have been dealt with since 8Feb, From 1Apr a new
facility at Strawberry Hill will be used to remove
asbestos from driving cabs of all demus, 53xx 4EPBs,
2Haps and main line units. IoW units 035 & 045 have
been repainted with grey doors. Coach 25(046) still
awaits repair at Ryde Works. The rest of 046 runs
with motor coach 5(033) to form a 4Vec. 031,032 and
the rest of 033 are in store at Ryde for the winter.
3Tis 034 and motor coach 10(spare) are working with
035 as a 7Vectis formation.
On 5Jan 16001/36 (5601/36), 10845/46(4386) ,6925 (4645) &
10295(4704) were moved from Clap Jn to Brent, en route
to Frank Berry Ltd at Leicester.
After years at
Ashford(Kent) 'Watford' coaches AD3975028/31 were
moved to Micheldever overnight l6/l7Feb.
De-icing coach AD570087 has been moved to Fratton to
replace unit 017. It works between Ceps 7175/89,
also reallocated to Fton. Cep 7142 was reallocated
to Bton, but may now be back at Rmgt. 5263 is now
on the S.E. Dvn.
2EPB, 4EPB, 4Hap & 4TC units have been reported with
classification stickers.
At a special Sthn Rlys Grp meeting on 12Feb Mr. F.
Paterson, Chief Freight Mngr BRB (lately Deputy Gen
Mngr BR) said that there would be no further SR
electrification for at least 15 yrs. The Hastings
demus may be rebuilt from the underframes upwards in
order to keep them serviceable, and other units will
have a less drastic refurbishment to extend their
planned 25 yr life. No replacement suburban stock
will be built before 1982. On a happier note, the SR
will be the first BR region where all freight trains
will be fully braked, by 1978. The third rail is
here to stay, for an exhaustive study in 1972 concluded
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that the advantages of the 25kV ac 50Hz o v e r h e a d
system were outweighed by thepracticaland
commercial chaos during the conversion period.
INTERESTING WORKINGS

During the first two weeks in Dec Ceps 7119/20/92
were at work on the S
W
D
. They were used mainly on
trains to Reading and Guildford via Aldershot, sometimes in multiple with 4Cigs. On 6Dec all three
units worked the 0810 Haslemere-Wloo. 4Cep 7178 put
in one appearance, on the 0718 Soton-Wloo on 9Dec.
On 6Dec 4Cig 7399 & 4Vep 7831 worked the 0729 Bookham
-Wloo, 0821 Wloo-Chess S, 0905 Chess S-Wloo and 0946
Kingston Loop before retiring to Wdon depot. On 10
Dec the Queen travelled to Canterbury East and back
in refurbished 4Cep 7153. On the outward journey
this was attached to the rear of the 1040 ex Vic,
Special mail trains ran again prior to Christmas.
From 15 to 23Dec 8Sub (occasionally only 4Sub) worked
1412 & 22.12 from Gford with mails for Leatherhead,
Epsom & Sutton. Headcode '29' was used.
Six coach formations have been seen on the Tonbdge Reading line. On 9Dec 1620 ex Rdg was 6R, and on
following day 0617 Redhill-Rdg was 3D+3H. 6R working
again on 13Jan on 1526 ex Rdg.
The Catford Loop was closed due to engineering work,
until 1300 on 23 & 30Jan. A special shuttle ran
between Vic and Herne Hill, connecting with buses to
and from Nunhead. On similar occasions recently passengers have had to wait for the scheduled Orpington
train. On 9Jan the 1320 Folkes Hbr-Vic boat train
was diverted via Crystal Palace and Balham
On l4Jan the 0810 Hastings-Cannon St ran empty as far
as Tunbridge Wells in order to gain time after a late
start. This resulted in an article of no less than1/3
page in the following day's "Daily Mail"! Perhaps
the Editor lives at Battle!
Any spotters at Birmingham New Street on 24Jan must
have been rather surprised when 33108 & 8TC arrived
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forming the 0931 Soton-Liverpool. The train was
terminated at New St, passengers going forward on
alternative services. Equally unusual, on 13 & 20
Feb the 1508 Kingston Loop service was formed of an
'Exeter' set and an EDL, 74003 on 13Feb and 73123 on
20Feb. The set had become turned due to engineering
diversions and the trip via Kingston left it the
right way round again. On both occasions the train
lost time, and the buffet was open!
During Jan 2Haps 6022/23 ran brake tests again. They
worked from Straw Hill to Alton on 5Jan, with tests
between Alton and Farnham on the following two days.
On 13,14,17 & 2Jan the units ran between Aldershot
& Basingstoke via Woking. During test periods they
berthed at Aldershot. 2EPB 5801 ran AWS tests with
ex 'Watford' coaches ADB975027/32 on 7Jan between
Kingston & Shepperton, running from Straw Hill. The
ultrasonic test train, DB975007/8 was back on SR in
Jan.
It arrived at Fton from Old Oak Cmn via Bramley
and Botley on 6 Jan, and on 9 & 10Jan recorded the
line between Surbiton and Portsmouth Hbr.
On l9Feb class 52 1013 "Western Ranger" worked
the 0810 special from Wloo to Weymouth, Oxford and
Redhill, which was probably the last passenger train
on the SR to be worked by a diesel-hydraulic loco.
INCIDENTS
6Dec: 2Haps 6084 & 6121 damaged in side collision at
Stew Ln. l7Dec: Disruption to morning peak services
at St Johns due to points failure and snow on line
from Tanners Hill Jn to Lewisham Vale Jn. 5Jan:
73110 derailed at St Helier, causing delays and
diversions. 7Jan: Fire in a store room at Adisham
station slightly damaged the booking office and waiting room, but trains not affected. 11 Jan: Snow on
IoW caused chaos as unit 043, the one with de-icing
equipment, was in works for ultrasonic wheel tests.
Unit 041 worked first train to Shanklin, arriving 70
mins late. 044 on second train failed north of
Shanklin, blocking the line until 1000, and 046 was
stranded at Sandown. Things put to rights by midday
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when 043 was available for service. 12Jan: Delays
due to an engineer's train being derailed at Spa Rd
Jn. 4EPB 5032, working 0713 Caterham-Purley, ran
through LC gates at Whyteleafe Sth. 13Jan: More
snow and ice problems. The 0600 Charing X-Margate
lost 53 mins by Headcorn, and later in day the fast
Wloo-Reading trains were cancelled, 17Jan: 4Cig 7392
failed at Ash Vale while working 0618 Ascot-Gford.
Assisted to Aldershot by 0552 Wloo-Alton. 20Jan:
Fatality at Ryash foot crossing, nr W Malling, involving 2Haps 6138/62 on l614 Vic-Margate. 24Jan: Broken
rail on down line between Eastern and Western Juncs,
Sittingbourne, caused trains to be diverted via
Kemsley. 25Jan: Disruption to services following
derailment of 73131 & BSK S34991 at exit to Redhill
Up Yard. Bton & Stew Ln cranes attended. 28Jan:
0633 Rmgt-Vic failed at Whitstable, delaying following
trains. 29Jan: Fawley-Purfleet bitumen train derailed
at Reading Southcote Jn, one wagon hitting a propane
gascylinder causing it to explode. Lines blocked
48hrs.Bstoke-Rdgtrains replaced by buses and interregional main line trains diverted via Guildford.
7Feb: 4Cep 7131 derailed at Margate at about 0625,
blocking the up line. MBSO 61345 damaged. Several
trains trapped on up line north of Broadstairs. 0633
Rmgt-Vic reversed and ran via Dover & Selling. 0620
ran via Wye, Marden & Bat &. Ball, picking up Herne
Bay passengers at Canterbury West, a special bus
having been run for them. 21Feb: Land slip at
Wadhurst blocked the line for a week. Bus service
round blockage, and some trains ran via Ashford.
TIMETABLE NOTES
Christmas 1976: On 27 & 28Dec & 3Jan, service was not
modified Sunday one. SED suburban lines had an hourly
service, and a special timetable operated on CD.
SWD ran augmented Sunday service.
1977/78 Timetable: The Direct Line service to Portsmouth is to be reduced from 3 to 2 trains per hour
south of G-ford. These will be a semi-fast calling at
Woking, G-ford, Haslemere, Petersfield, Havant, Ports
& SS to Ports Hbr, and a stopping train calling at
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Woking, Gford and all to Ports Hbr. There will also
betwo trains hourly to Guildford calling at Wdon,
Surbiton and all stations.
Portsmouth will have another servicealtered.All
of the WR dmmus and some, if not all, of the 3Hs on
the Bristol service will be replaced by 6-coach sets
of Mk Is hauled by class 31 diesels. Crew training
with the 31s commenced on 26Jan with trips on Weds,
Thur & Fri from Eastleigh (0928) to Weymouth and back
at 1210, stopping at all stations. One set of coaches
is to come from the Tonbdge-Reading line, being
exchanged for a number of 3H units. 3Hs will work
0702 Tonbdg-Rdng; l640SX,2034SX Redhill-Rdg; 2326SX

Rdg-Gford. The 0742SX,1954SX Tonbdg-Redhill and
1841SX return will continue loco hauled. It is
reported that conductor guards on the line do not
welcome the introduction of 3Hs, for they will make
their job that much more difficult. WR suburban
dmmus have worked all Rdg-Gford trains on Sundays
since 16Jan, as 3Rs cannot cope with increased
traffic.
The SWD is to have a regular-interval peak hour
service. Hampton Ct and Chessington lines will have
a 20min service, instead of ¼hrly, and Kingston Loop
will run at off-peak frequency all day. Trains to
the Chertsey Loop via Weybridge will be withdrawn.
Both the Portsmouth Direct and Basingstoke lines
will have a 10 min interval service, all trains being
non-stop to Woking. Alternate trains on both lines
will be semi-fast and stopping. There will also be
a 10 min interval service non-stop to Surbiton and
then all stations to Woking, some trains continuing
to Gford or Farnham. The Alton line will have a 20
min service, again non-stop between Wloo and Woking.
There will be 5 trains per hr on the Gford New Line,
all being formed of 4EPB or 4Vep units (ie no more
4Subs).
From 2 May the CD 12Cep workings will be replaced by
Cep/Cig/Cep formations. The 4Subs will have no workings taking them across divisional boundaries, and
will, consequently, be allocated to specific depots.

The"NghitFerry'
is to a r r i v e at Vic at 0745, by
takingadvantage of the few ferry berths at Dunkerque Ouest.

Freight Trains: Another of the new air-braked wagon
load services runs to Plumstead from Corpach on the
West Highland Line. It leaves Willesden at 0540MX
and runs via Nunhead.
STATIONS, TRACK & SIGNALLING
CCTV Level Crossings: There is no restriction on the
total number of such crossings that one signalman may
control, but one man may not operate more than two
simultaneously. Controls are laid out so that only
a man with three arms could do this!
Station Signs: Eltham Well Hall had standard signs by
late Aug 76. Totems at Chelsfield have been replaced
and two totems of the East London platform at New X
were replaced by standard signs in late 1976. A
situation said to be unique exists at Clock House,
which has SR bullseyes, BR totems and modern signs.
Sheerness: Sheerness Steel Co have leased Ridham Dock
from Independent Sea Terminals, and are to spend £1m
to improve it. Work will include a new rail link.
Elmers End: Station rebuilding started in Dec 76, no
less than 3 yrs after the 1973 fire.
Waterloo: From 2May the SED platforms are to be
renamed "Waterloo East". Departure posters for these
pforms, Charing X, Cannon 3t and London Bdg also show
trains' four character reporting numbers (LR34 p28).
Anew travel centre opened in the main station during
Jan, It is adjacent to the ticket office, and has a
section for LTE enquiries.
London Bridge Re-signalling: Panel 7, covering Parks
Bdg Jn, Elmstead Woods, New Eltham and Bromley North
was commissioned on 7Nov. No alteration will be
made to the control area at Peckham (LR34 p29). L Bdg
will control the CD lines, and Victoria the SED.
Victoria Re-signalling: Removal of the middle road
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between pforms 12 & 13 (Middle B) was one of the
first stages to be carried out, and was completed on
13 Dec (LR34 p23).
Ore: Signal-box abolished on 30Jan with all
semaphore and shunt sigs controlled from it. New
colour lights controlled from Hastings box have
been installed.
Bognor Regis: Bersted Rd LC abolished w/e 4Dec.
Reigate: Up electrified siding has been removed.
Thornton Heath: Signal-box abolished on l9Dec.
Tooting: Station still has wartime whitewash on the
walls (LR34 p12)
Speed Limits: Up and down through line limits between
S Croydon and Coulsdon N have been lowered from 90mph
to 80mph. Why?
Waddon Marsh: From mid-Jan coal was -being supplied to
Croydon 'B' power stn by rail again. The contract
was lost to road haulage in 1971, but oil for standby
use and lighting up has continued to come by rail
from Fawley. Coal comes from the Notts coalfield,
and is despatched from Willesden in 21 ton hoppers
at 1145SX, returning at 1406.
East Brixton: Down side platform and building almost
completely demolished by the end of Jan.
Barnes: During Dec & Jan a number of crossing boxes
were abolished, and control of barriers transferred
to Barnes, using CCTV supervision. Crossings are
Mortlake. White Hart Crossing (between Barnes and
Mortlake) and Barnes (Windsor Line). Barnes (Hounslow Line) crossing, previously controlled directly,
is now supervised by means of CCTV.
Lymington Pier: The ground frame has been abolished,
together with up and down home and down distant sigs.
The LC has been reduced to an unmanned crossing.
Users telephone Lymington Tn signalman before opening
the double gates themselves.
Hamworthy FLT: Freightliner containers are being
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consigned to Millbrook for onward despatch f
r
o
m that
terminal, and are received in like manner.
Furzebrook: Two rail tanker loading sidings are to
built on the opposite side of the line from the ECC
works in order to handle oil from the four new
Wytch Heath oil wells, plus those at Kimmeridge and
Trigon oil from which is currently despatched from
Wareham. By mid 1976 the Gas Council plans to
consign six trains per week to B.P.'s refinery at
Llandarcy in South Wales.
Mileposts: SWD main line posts
have been painted fluorescent orange, with black
stripes to denote ¼ miles.
CORRIGENDA
LS34 p21 As is implied in the report on p56 the
vehicles listed as despatched to Frank
Berry Ltd were not consigned during the
autumn.
p22 For 1037 read 1035
p24 WR suburban dmmus are not called 3S (or
3CC for cross-country sets) but these are
convenient terms to use in SR notices.
p25 Unit involved in the Wdon accident was
5133, the damaged coach being 14266. This
accounts for some of the recent 4EPB
reformations.
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